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Posted On: 2/6/2009

Online press rooms frustrate journalists
By Christine Kent
chrisk@ckeditorial.com

Journalists need facts and phone numbers, not Flash animation, study says

You’ve jazzed up your corporate Web site with Flash animation and fast-moving videos, but did you forget the simple things, such
as adding a “contact” link to your media relations team? If you forgot, apparently you’re not alone.

A new study on the usability of Web site press rooms shows that journalists remain mighty frustrated about the lack of
easy-to-find information on corporate sites.

“When corporations design Web sites, they design them for themselves,” explains Hoa Loranger, director of Nielsen Norman
Group, based in Fremont, Calif. Loranger is co-author of the consulting firm’s new report, which studied 40 journalists and their
use of the Web.

“The designers of these press rooms don’t create them based on the needs of the users,” says Loranger.

In an age of overworked journalists with ever-shorter attention spans, the impact of a poorly designed press room is substantial.

“Journalists repeatedly said that poor website usability could reduce or completely eliminate their press coverage of a
company,” the study reported. One journalist, asked about his likelihood of bailing on a confusing press room, said, “I would be
reluctant to go back to the site. If I had a choice to write about something else, then I would write about something else."

One of the biggest complaints of Web-browsing journalists is that they can rarely find fact-based, straightforward information
about what a company does.

“We’ve been studying this for years. Companies are still not adequately communicating what make them unique,” says Loranger.
(read Nielsen Norman’s previous study on “About Us” pages for corporate Web sites).

The journalists who took part in the study confessed to confusion about jargon-filled and fluffy “About” pages and corporate
mission statements. In many cases, the writers of corporate “About” pages rely on insider lingo and industry terms that they
understand but that no one else can decipher.

“They don’t realize that their site visitors are not as educated on their business as they are,” says Loranger of some of these
press room writers. “And it’s not just journalists who are lost. It’s customers and investors as well.” Here’s how to make your
online press room more useful:
 
Make finding PR contact info a foolproof process: Of the top five reasons the journalists gave for visiting a corporate Web site,
the most important reason is to locate PR contact info. That usually means a direct phone number to a PR person.

“Sites must offer a simple way to contact a live human being in the PR department,” says the study. “Although a Web site can
answer many basic questions and provide great help, journalists almost always want to talk to a person, too.”

Loranger says journalists are more likely to desert a Web site that only offers an e-mail address as a means of contacting a PR
person. Worse yet, she says, is a generic PR e-mail address, such as press@XYZCompany.com. “They’re more likely to send an
e-mail if there’s a person’s name, because at least there’s some accountability,” she says. But when they’re on deadline, they
still want a phone number.

Create an easy-to-find fact sheet—and don’t lard on the hype: One of the biggest beefs of the journalists studied by Nielsen
Norman is that companies hide basic info under some virtual rock. The number-two reason that journalists said they visited
corporate sites is to find out facts and stats about the organization, such as the year founded and the number of employees.

Yet not only is this info in short supply, it’s often cloaked in “marketese and excessive verbiage that smother the facts,” reports
the study.

“You need to be wary of marketing language in the corporate section of your site. When people go there, they’re on a
fact-finding mission,” Loranger says.

In other words, while journalists and other site visitors expect to be marketed to elsewhere on a site, they don’t want it on a
“just-the-facts” page.

(By the way, the other top reasons to visit corporate Web sites, according to the journalists, were: to figure out the company’s
spin on events, to check financial information and to download images for use in their stories.)

Link to external sources: Journalists told the Nielsen Norman researchers that they use press material only to figure out how a
company is positioning itself. Press rooms should have links to external sources of information about the company, such as press
clips.

“Journalists often consider articles from independent newspapers and magazines to be much more credible than a company's own
press releases,” says the study.
                  
Assume media visitors don’t have the latest hardware and software: Many journalists work at home full-time or part-time and
like most people, put off doing computer upgrades as long as possible. So your press room’s latest wizardry may not be
appreciated. Or worse, journalists won’t be able to view or download press info.

To be on the safe side, Loranger suggests that all press materials, such as press releases or podcasts, be usable or downloadable
with software that’s two years behind current releases. And while professional communicators tend to love PDFs because they
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preserve the look and feel of a document, journalists told the Nielsen Norman researchers that PDFs slow down their work.

“They feel that PDFs are flat documents. They don’t allow them to navigate to other sources of information,” says Loranger.

Article comments:

Friday, February 06, 2009 10:17:34 AM by Lauren Pearson

I disagree that PDFs are flat documents. When our organization sends them, we make links to outside sites active, so journalists are able to have
more information at their fingertips. It's very easy to do with Acrobat software.

Friday, February 06, 2009 10:59:47 AM by Ibrey Woodall

As Ragn Communications knows, TEKgroup has been the leading provider of online newsroom educational material for many years now. You can
download the Top 10 Elements to Have in an Online Newsroom and the Top 5 Functions to Have in an Online Newsroom at http://www.tekgroup.com
/research.

You can also download the annual Online Newsroom Survey at http://www.tekgroup.com/onlinenewsroomsurvey.

We get this information straight from journalists and PR people out in the field that handle media relations for Delta, Ford, VW, Prudential, CIGNA,
PRSA and many others.

Ibrey Woodall
TEKgroup International, Inc.
954-351-5554 x105
ibrey@tekgroup.com
www.tekgroup.com

Friday, February 06, 2009 1:01:00 PM by Brian Kilgore

Nice ad from TEKGroup. It's "leading" dontchaknow?

About the main article.

Shhhhh, Christine.

Don't tell the lazy, bungling, dolts how to fix their web site news rooms. Let them put up terrible stuff, and then the smart people will reap the
benefits of their own hard work when journalists switch to the sites of smart companies, bookmark them, and come back repeatedly.

IABC and PRSA at least have caught on in regard to posting real names and easy contact info in their news rooms. And while both have boring photos
or the top dogs, at least they have downloadable photos PRSA in two sizes and IABC small but with an offer or larger, too.

But, that aside, nice article, and thanks for writing it.

BAK

Friday, February 06, 2009 1:14:09 PM by Anonymous

Nice initial article...very interesting and helpful. But can't Ragan do something about postings from companies like TEKGroup? I would love to read
these articles, and share them with my grad students, but I don't appreciate having to give so much information to this company just to access these
articles...then no doubt be hounded with sales calls after I do. Cut the sales pitches in the message boards, please.

Friday, February 06, 2009 1:55:25 PM by Anonymous

I appreciate the topic. It’s provided confirmation for ideas I’ve had, and also information for what not to include.

PDF’s may not be flat, but they’re certainly not Web functional.

If a link is designated as a PDF, I won’t open it, so clicking a link to then have it launch viewer – again, PDFs are not meant for Web viewing – means I
leave that site immediately.

If an organization can’t take the time to properly create Web content, I can’t be bothered to waste my time on their site.

And I concur, the TEKgroup posting (self-promotion) is obnoxious. And likely, it is a good indicator of the organization as a whole.

Friday, February 06, 2009 3:44:39 PM by S

Yeah, but it says that "As Ragn (sp) Communications knows" ...

Friday, February 06, 2009 4:25:46 PM by Lorena Crowley

In the past years, my agency has been on a mission to improve the newsrooms of our clients in the b2b space. One of the biggest issues we run into
is that marketing and PR professionals must rely on their IT department to update their newsrooms and make changes ... and it's not an easy
process.

PR professionals, in-house or at an agency level, need to have a greater stake in a company's newsroom, especially with today's content
management systems available.

We developed our own newsroom to act as a central "hub" of our news and resources, and we hope to extend this model out to our clients. We also
used a similar study referenced in the article to guide our content.

I'd love to get feedback from other professionals out there: http://newsroom.schubert.com
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Saturday, February 07, 2009 11:18:57 AM by Charles Pizzo

Chris -

Hey there. This is a blast from your past... DISCLOSURE: I have written, presented and been quoted on this topic for content vehicles published by
Ragan Communications.

As someone who followed this topic in the Web 1.0 world (beginning around 1994-95), it's unfortunate to note that one key finding remains the
same: communicators fall prey to satisfying management and not the media they serve. Critical mistake!

The customary approval process produces donkeys. If you're designing for your boss, your Net newsroom will likely fail and make you look like a
jackass.

Have friendly reporters test your site. Period.

If it's not journalist tested, it's not tested. Years ago, we established that among the most common oversights were a) company boilerplate - what
the organization does in five-ten word nuggets, and b) fact sheets. Save the marketing jargon for the consumer/B2B side, not the press.

Another issue raised here in the comments is quite valid. Most communicators are beholden to IT. There are content management systems that act
as a bridge so that communicators can post on a timely basis without reliance on third parties. The worst case scenario I ever heard of is a crisis-
communication news release that took three weeks to post because the media was not a priority for IT.

PR people need to have clear mandates.

Monday, February 09, 2009 7:35:45 AM by Ibrey Woodall

The message I posted previously was merely an act of frustration. Frustration that many years of direct online newsroom research was not
mentioned or made available to readers who have a need to know about best practices concerning online newsrooms.

I have spent many hours gathering that research from journalists and relaying it to communicators. So, my apologies to the anonymous posters who
believe my post to be obnoxious. Its intent was not ‘sales’ driven at that particular time, although I will always be grateful for any sale generated.
No, that post on that day was merely a communicator’s own vexation that comprehensive content and credit was not present.

Next time, I will take a deep breath and slowly count to 10 before typing. . . perhaps even take a lunch break.

Ibrey Woodall
TEKgroup International, Inc.
ibrey@tekgroup.com
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